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Abstract—The characterization of flows duration and their
handover metrics is of paramount importance for the design and
resource management of mobile networks. Elastic flows duration
characterization is more involved than for streaming sessions, as
it depends on the network load. In this work, the distribution
of flows duration is characterized by a phase type distribution.
The model is then applied to determine the handover probability
under different cell residence time and flow size distributions.
Simulation results confirm that the proposed model yields very
accurate results under realistic assumptions.

Index Terms—Handover probability, elastic traffic, elastic flow
duration.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M ODERN mobile networks support a variety of service
classes (SCs) and carry different types of traffic. The

teletraffic analysis of mobile networks, as well as the design
of efficient mobility models, play an important role in the
network dimensioning and resource planning [1]. In this
context, knowing the probability of handover or the number of
handovers that a session will execute are useful for resource
dimensioning [2].

Internet traffic can be broadly categorized as streaming or
elastic [3]. Streaming traffic requires a minimum transfer rate
as well as bounds for the packet delay and jitter. It is generated
by real-time services that support voice or video. Elastic traffic
can adapt its transfer rate to the available free resources.It is
generated by services that support the transfer of data like
emails or web browsing.

For voice traffic, the session (call) duration and the cell
residence (dwell) time distributions have been well stud-
ied [4], [5]. Also, the handover probability was studied in [1].
However, despite the enormous increase in the volume and
economical relevance of mobile data traffic caused by the
introduction of smartphones [6], to the best of our knowledge,
such type of studies have not been carried out for elastic
flows so far. Modeling the elastic flow duration and handover
related metrics is qualitatively different and more complex than
modeling their streaming traffic counterparts, as the duration
of an elastic flow is heavily dependent on the network load.

In this paper, we obtain the distribution of both the flow
duration and the number of handovers it has to go through.
To make the model more realistic and of broader application,
we consider impatient elastic users and a generic admission
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policy. We provide exact results under the assumption that both
flow sizes (in bits) and cell residence times are exponentially
distributed. Then, the model is extended by introducing an
approximate technique to deal with more realistic distributions
of the cell residence time and the flow size.

In the next section, we define the Continuous-Time Markov
Chain (CMTC) that models the system under study. In Sec-
tion III we derive the distribution of the duration of elastic
flows and handover related metrics. In Section IV we vali-
date the analytical results by simulation. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the homogeneous case where all cells are
statistically identical and independent. Each cell has a total
of C resource units, each of them with a capacity ofR bits
per second. The system offersNs different SCs that carry
streaming traffic andNe SCs that carry elastic traffic. Thus, the
total number of SCs isN = Ns+Ne, where byi = 1, . . . , Ns

we refer to streaming SCs and byi = Ns+1, . . . , N to elastic
SCs. Elastic flows use the capacity not occupied by streaming
traffic. To avoid starvation, the system reserves1 resource unit
for elastic traffic.

For the sake of mathematical tractability we make the com-
mon assumptions of Poisson arrival processes for all SCs and
exponentially distributed session durations and cell residence
times for the streaming SCs. Letλn

i (λh
i ) be the arrival rate

for new (handover) streaming sessions or elastic flows of the
ith SC. Letµd,s

i , µr,s
i and µd,s

i + µr,s
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ Ns, be the

session duration, cell residence time and channel holding time
rates, respectively. Also, letbi, bi ∈ N, the number of resource
units consumed by each request of theith streaming SC. The
system state is described by theN -tuple x = (x1, . . . , xN ),
wherexi denotes the number of ongoing streaming sessions
or elastic flows of theith SC, regardless they were initiated as
new or handover arrivals. The amount of resources occupied at
statex by streaming traffic is denoted byb(x) =

∑Ns

i=1 xibi.
We model elastic traffic at the flow level and ignore interac-

tions at the packet level (scheduling, buffer management, etc.).
The flow content is then viewed as a fluid that is transmitted
as a continuous stream with rate changes occurring only at
streaming sessions or elastic flow arrivals and departures.An
elastic flow of theith SC is assumed to be rate-limited, either
by terminal capabilities or because it is bottlenecked at the
radio link. We denote its maximum rate byrMi . Also, elastic
flows require a minimum bandwidth denoted byrmi . This
can be guaranteed by an appropriate admission control (AC)
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Fig. 1. Transition diagram of the CTMC with SC=2. The state(j, k) obeys
0 ≤ j ≤ ⌊(C − 1)/b1⌋ and0 ≤ k ≤ ⌊CR/rm

2
⌋

policy. We assume that flow sizes are exponentially distributed
with meanL (bits). Let µM

i = rMi /L and µm
i = rmi /L (in

flow/s) be the maximum and minimum service rates for theith
SC flow. For elastic flows, the cell residence time is assumed
to be exponentially distributed with rateµr,e

i . However, we
also study other distributions in Section IV.

Without loss of generality, we consider that flows are
ordered in increasing value of their rate limitsrMi . The
number of elastic flows in the system at statex is denoted by
c(x) =

∑N
i=Ns+1 xi. Let µd,e

i (x) be the service rate of theith
SC flow at statex andV (x) = (C−b(x))R/L the aggregated
flow service rate at statex. Flows share the available resource
fairly and according to the following rule. Fori = Ns + 1,

µd,e
i (x) = min

(

µM
i ,

V (x)

c(x)

)

, (1)

while for i > Ns + 1,

µd,e
i (x) = min

(

µM
i ,

V (x)−
∑i−1

j=Ns+1 xjµ
d,e
j (x)

∑N
j=i xj

)

. (2)

Clearly, in (2) the bandwidth that a SC cannot use is used
by other SCs with higher rate limit. Flows become impatient
and might leave the system due to a very low throughput. The
patience time is modeled by an exponential distribution, which
rateβi(x) at statex is

βi(x) = αi

(

µM
i

µd,e
i (x)

− 1

)

, (3)

whereαi is a scaling factor that relates the throughput degra-
dation and the patience rate. In (3), the patience rate increases
when the service rate of theith SC decreases. We consider
a non preemptive AC policy. A streaming session or elastic
flow are accepted if there are enough free resources to support
it and if, after acceptance, all ongoing elastic flows obtain
a service rate equal or bigger than their minimumµm

i . We
denote byani (x) (ahi (x)) the probability of accepting a new
(handover) arrival of theith SC in statex. Then, the system
can be modeled as a multidimensional birth and death process
with state space,

W :=

{

x : xi ∈ N;

Ns
∑

i=1

xibi ≤ C − 1;µd,e
i (x) ≥ µm

i

}

.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the transition diagram of
the CTMC that models a system whereNs = 1, Ne = 1.
For clarity, the notation has been simplified writingani , ahi ,
β2 and µd,e

2 instead ofani (x), ahi (x), β2(x) and µd,e
2 (x),

respectively. The stationary distribution{π (x)} of this CTMC
can be obtained by solving the global balance equations. From
now on we will refer to it as the original CTMC.

III. D URATION OF ELASTIC FLOWS

In the system under study, the duration of an elastic flow
is composed of a number of exponentially distributed phases
with different rates, i.e. it follows a phase type distribution.
A phase type distribution defines the time until absorption
in an Absorbing Markov Process (AMP) [7]. It is commonly
represented by a pair(α,S), where matrixS defines the
transition rates between the transient states, and vectorα the
probabilities that the process is started at any of the states.
The transition rates from the transient states to the absorbing
state is defined by vectorτ , that satisfiesτ = −Se, wheree
is a column vector of1s.

An AMP is defined for each elastic SCi. It contains the
states that might be visited by a tagged elastic flow of the
ith SC until it abandons or terminates successfully. The AMP
must consider that flows might be handed over multiple times
to adjacent cells. We assume that the tagged flow is never
blocked. The state space of the AMP for theith SC flow is
defined byW ′

i := {x ∈ W, xi > 0}. The initiation vector
αi is derived from the stationary probabilities of the original
CTMC π(x) considering that the state space is restricted
to W ′

i. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the AMP associated
to the elastic flows of a system withNs = 1, Ne = 1.
StateA represents the absorbing state and is visited when
the labeled flow abandons or ends.(p,m) represents a set of
states composed by all the feasible states that can be reached
immediately after the tagged flow is handed over to an adjacent
cell. The probabilitiesπ′(p,m − 1) are obtained from the
stationary distribution of the original CTMC{π (x)} after
removing the blocking states and then re-normalizing.

Let Td andTr be random variables that denote the duration
and cell residence time of an elastic flow, respectively. At
this point no assumptions are made regarding the distributions
of these random variables. A flow is handed over whenTd

is longer thanTr. When a flow enters a cell as a handover
request, the probability that is handed over again is determined
by

Ph = 1− P (Td < Tr) = 1−

∫

∞

0

P (td < Tr) fd (td) dtd

= 1−

∫

∞

0

(1− Fr (td)) fd (td) dtd ,

(4)
where Fr is the distribution function ofTr, and fd is the
probability density function ofTd.

Let T̂r be the residual life of a flow cell residence time,
i.e. the time elapsed since a flow is initiated until the terminal
leaves the cell [8]. When a flow is initiated as a new request,
it is handed over whenTd is longer thanT̂r, and this occurs
with probability Ph

1 . Then,Ph
1 , has the same expression as
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Fig. 2. Transition diagram of the AMP for SC=2. A is the absorbing state,
0 ≤ j, p ≤ ⌊(C − 1)/b1⌋, 1 ≤ k,m ≤ ⌊CR/rm

2
⌋ and (p,m) 6= (j, k).

in (4), but substitutingFr by the distribution function of the
residual cell residence time,̂Fr, which is given by:

F̂r(t) =

∫ x

0

1

E[Tr]
(1− Fr(t))dt . (5)

In the system under study, the flow duration follows a phase
type distribution and therefore,fd(t) = αetSτ . As a particular
case, if we consider exponentially distributed cell residence
times, F̂r(t) = Fr(t) = 1− e−µr,et. Therefore,

Ph
1 = Ph = 1−

∫

∞

0

e−µr,et
αetSτdt =

= 1−α (µr,eI − S)
−1

τ .

(6)

Let N be the random variable number of handovers exe-
cuted by an elastic flow during its lifetime. Its distribution is
given by:

P [N = n] =

{

Ph
1

(

1− Ph
) (

Ph
)n−1

n 6= 0

1− Ph
1 n = 0 .

(7)

Then,N is geometrically distributed with meanPh
1 /(1−Ph).

IV. N UMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section the analytical and simulation results are
compared to validate the theoretical model. We consider a
system withNs = 2 streaming SCs andNe = 1 elastic
SC. The system parameter values, unless otherwise specified,
are: C = 10, R = 100, b = [1, 2], λn = [0.008, 0.012, 5],
µd,s = [0.008, 0.01], µr,s = [0.004, 0.006], L = 200,
rm3 = 50, rM3 = 500 andα3 = 1.

Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of the handover prob-
ability, both Ph and Ph

1 , with µr,e. Curves labeled with
‘Exp’ correspond to analytic results considering exponen-
tially distributed cell residence times and obtained using(6).
Curves labeled with ‘LognPh’ and ‘Logn Ph

1 ’ are obtained
considering exponentially distributed cell residence times to
determine(α,S), and then using lognormal distributions and
their residual distributions to model cell residence timeswhen
computingPh andPh

1 from (4), as explained in Section III.
The lognormal distribution is chosen as it models the cell
residence time more realistically [9]. Its mean is set to
1/µr,e, while its Coefficient of Variation (CV ) is set to 1
in Fig. 3 and to0.5 and 2 in Fig. 4. Curves corresponding
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as a function ofµr,e. Lognormally distributed cell
residence times withCV = 0.5 andCV = 2.

to simulation results are labeled with ‘SR’. They are obtained
by considering a multi-cell scenario with a central cell and
two outer rings of cells, which make a total 19 cells. Upon
cell residence time termination, terminals select a neighbor
cell with equal probability. We consider wraparound to avoid
abnormal terminations at the edges. Observe the excellent
agreement between the analytical and simulation results, i.e.
they practically overlap. We conclude that the phase type
distribution models appropriately the flow duration, even when
the cell residence times are lognormally distributed.

In both Fig. 3 and 4,Ph and Ph
1 increase withµr,e as

expected, because the cell residence time decreases as the rate
increases. In Fig. 3, also as expected,Ph andPh

1 decrease as
rM3 increases. This is because the higherrM3 is, the earlier the
flow transfer will terminate.

Figure 5 displays the evolution of the distribution ofN
(number of handovers) withµr,e for lognormally distributed
cell residence times withCV = 1. Analytical results, ob-
tained using (7), are represented using lines, while simulations
results are represented only by markers at the evaluated
points. Clearly, when the mobility increases, i.e.µr,e increases,
P [N = n], n ≥ 1, increases, whileP [N = 0] decreases. That
is, as the mobility increases it is more probable that a flow
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Fig. 5. Distribution ofN (number of handovers) as a function ofµr,e.

executes1 or more handovers, while it is less probable that
executes0 handovers. Note that the curve forn = 1, first
increases withµr,e and then decreases. This is because, the
higher µr,e is, the less likely that a flow executes exactly1
handover and the more likely that it executes more than 1.
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Fig. 6. Distribution ofN (number of handovers) as a function ofµr,e.
Exponential and lognormal flow size distributions.

Figure 6 shows the impact of the flow size distribution
on the distribution ofN for lognormal cell residence times
with CV = 1. Analytical results, represented by lines, are
obtained considering an exponential flow size distributionand
using (7). Simulation results, represented only by markersat
the evaluated points, are obtained considering a lognormalflow
size distribution withCV = 2, as it has been considered more
realistic [10]. Note that when the flow size is exponentially
distributed, the memoryless property for the flow size holds
and, after a handover, the residual flow size maintains the orig-
inal distribution. However, when the flow size distributionis
lognormal, the residual flow size does not maintain the original
distribution after a handover, i.e. handover probabilities depend
on the number of previous handovers. This fact has been taken
into account in the simulation model.

Results in Fig. 6 show an excellent agreement between the
analytical and simulation results. As expected, the agreement

is closer for low mobility scenarios (lowµr,e). That is, when
the number of handovers experienced is0 or close to0, the
difference in the residual distributions of the flow size has
no impact. However, in high mobility scenarios, the proposed
model is still able to capture with high precision the handover
performance of the elastic flows.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the flow duration distribution for elastic trafficin
cellular networks and obtained handover related metrics, such
as the distribution of the number of handovers a flow has to
go through. To make the model more realistic and of broader
application, we considered impatient elastic users, a generic
admission policy that guarantees a minimum rate for elastic
flows, and scenarios where cell residence times and flow sizes
were modeled by different distributions.

The flow duration was characterized by a phase type
distribution and the probabilities of the first and successive
handovers were determined. We provide exact results under
the assumption that both flow sizes and cell residence times
are exponentially distributed. Then, the model was extended
by introducing an approximate technique to deal with more re-
alistic distributions. We used lognormal distributions because,
as suggested in the literature, they model realistically both
cell residence times and flow sizes. Note the the modeling
approach can be used with any other distribution. Results ob-
tained by the proposed technique were validated by simulation
and very close agreement was found.

We conclude that the proposed method models appropriately
the flow duration and handover performance under rather
general assumptions.
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